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15%

of Law Firms got
Breached in Q1 2020

Remote working only
complicates it further!

Does my VPN not help?
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Sizing and Scaling

10%

Employee Experience

Security Risk

Bandwidth and points
of presence limits
increase cloud app
latency

Typically sized for
10% of employees
working remotely
- not everyone

5%

Scaling is expensive.
Split tunneling is an
option, but opens
business to higher risk

VPNs do not address
threats such as malvertising,
phishing, credential theft,
ransomware, etc.

Only 5% of internet
users in USA use VPN;
globally about 25%

CVE

2020
0601

Attackers exploit known
VPN vulnerabilities - patching
introduces downtime

It only takes one absent-minded click
for an attack to succeed.

Cloud adoption in Legal
Firms increased in 2019 to 58%.

The Browser is the new Endpoint.

1.25M

Ad impressions per
day from a single
compromised ad
server

94%

Malware threats
arrive via email
phishing

75%

Companies infected
with ransomware
were running
up-to-date endpoint
protection

THE RISK
SURFACE
phishing sites
1.5M New
created each month

Browser Isolation delivers simple, safe and easy access to all
employees using a Zero Trust Model. It eliminates a wide variety
of threats, including: ransomware, malware, phishing, credential
theft, weaponized documents and more.

REMOTE
BROWSER
ISOLATION

SECURE YOUR REMOTE USERS
WITH CYBERINC ISLA
Isla moves the trust away
from the endpoint and
performs fetch, execute, and
render functionalities remotely
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The Internet is the
#1 threat vector, sending
unchecked active code
to your users

2

Users experience
seamless and secure
browsing without
compromise

4

ISLA

3

Isla transforms
all code and content
into a visual stream of
harmless pixels

Ease of
Implementation & Use

Security, Visibility
& Control

Flexible
Deployment Models

Overcome VPN
Complexity, Reduce Cost

Agentless deployment
with standard browsers
to cover both
unmanaged and
managed endpoints

Gain administrative
visibility, remote
management of
user policies and
protection against threats

Choose between
seamless cloud
deployments or go with
on-premise deployment to
suit your needs

Eliminate complexity of
traditional hub-and-spoke
models and overcome VPN
bottlenecks, while
improving user experience

EXPERIENCE BROWSER ISOLATION
WITH A FREE TRIAL

Contact us: info@cyberinc.com

+1 925-242-0777
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